
CATCH 
In each moment, as you notice an Inner Critic remark, CATCH it. Learn to CATCH it in the act.  
What inner critical remark did you CATCH?

ASSERTIVE ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
Be FIRM and ASSERTIVE, yet CALM. Do not yet back at your own thoughts. Simply observe and acknowledge.
State something like, "I hear you Inner Critic. This is simply a belief you have, not a fact."

TRANSFER 
TRANSFER it to a "You Statement" instead of an "I Statement. For example, instead of "I am not worth it." 
Change to "You are not worth it." This separates you from your Inner Critic so you can observe it and begin to 
work with it. Otherwise you are powerless, stuck, and enmeshed with it.

COMPASSIONATE CURIOUSITY (EXPLORE DEEPER MEANING)
Have COMPASSION for your Inner Critic and lean into it's remarks with curious questions:

What do I fear may happen if I let go of this fact or opinion/belief about myself?

What is it trying to protect me from (heartbreak, being fooled, failure, having too much hope, being 
lazy, too weak, exposed, disappointed, pain of let-down, anguish of being rejected, humiliation, etc.)?

HONOR  & MENTOR FOR A MORE REALISTIC, BALANCED BELIEF OR SOLUTION
• HONOR Inner Critic's service. It takes it's job seriously and believes your very survival depends on it. 
• MENTOR and guide Inner Critic through it's fears, all-or-nothing ideas, berating tone, and false beliefs. 
REMEMBER THE INNER CRITIC IS PART OF OUR SUPEREGO THAT DEVELOPS AROUND AGE 7. IT IS A 
VERY IMMATURE PART OF YOURSELF THAT NEEDS YOUR RATIONAL GUIDANCE AND MATURITY.

FOR EXAMPLE if Inner Critic says "Everyone disappoints me," an Inner Mentor would say, "I know you've 
been disappointed by people a lot. You have a point. However, learning how to choose the right people to 
trust and setting boundaries will reduce the risk of being disappointed again."

C. A. T. C. H. STEP-BY-STEP PROCESS TO INNER MENTOR YOUR INNER CRITIC

How would a wise, mentor advise Inner Critic through the fear, anger, shame, or strong belief that you are having? 
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